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Jenny Reid

Jenny Reid, the driving force behind iFacts, is a woman who makes things happen.  
Where others see challenges, she envisions solutions.

She has become an outspoken advocate of change, integrity and innovation.  
Her solid experience gets her respect, while her fearless attitude is admired  
by her peers, the media - and her clients.

Jenny is a sought-after speaker and conference facilitator, both 
in South Africa and abroad, where her people risk experience, 
insights and sharp analysis of the background screening sector is 
valued by organisers and audiences alike. Her fearless attitude 
and tireless energy have made her stand out in the industry; and 
she has become an inspiration to other women in the industry.

Jenny started her career in the security industry in 1995 and 
her integrity and talent was recognised when she became the 
first woman president of the Security Association of South 
Africa (SASA) in 40 years.

She bought the iFacts brand in 2009 and saw an opportunity 
to help her clients remove risks and develop progressive 
solutions to employee screening. From this, Jenny took her 
idea a step further and developed a holistic enhancement 
programme, aimed at helping business owners create a loyal, 
productive and healthy workforce.

In 2018 Jenny became a partner in a business 50Plus-Skllls 
which is a skills platform for the over 50’s who have often 
retired too soon and either require paid work to live in the later 
segment of their life or who want to give back to society 
through work or play.

Jenny has since become a Master NLP 
Coach and created an online health 
and wellness platform to help people 
become the best me they can be. 
Her tag line is Dream It Do It Be It. 
She specializes in programmes 
for career development, 
personal development, health 
& wellness and retirement 
planning.
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Sonya Skipp

As the General Manager at iFacts, Sonya’s responsibility is to oversee the daily 
operations of the company at an executive level. From marketing and sales to finance 
and administration, Sonya helps ensure that the business is strengthened through new 
products, operational system skills, and consistent development.

Sonya and her team are always seeking effective corporate 
security strategies for iFacts clients that will help develop their 
businesses, while reducing risk and ensuring the introduction 
of proactive and innovative solutions for the future.

Sonya is a client-driven professional, putting the needs of 
clients first by ensuring that iFacts offers the exceptional 
service that the brand is renowned for in the industry.

Joining the company as a Client Liaison Manager in 
2010, she showed an affinity for dealing with clients 
in a personal and positive manner, developing strong 
interpersonal skills. After stellar contributions to iFacts, 
she was promoted to the position of General Manager 
in early 2012.

Her strengths lie in ensuring clear communication, 
customer satisfaction, and efficiency for all iFacts’ 
clients. Sonya’s additional responsibilities include brand 
development, operational systems, and marketing 
strategies.

Sonya holds a diploma in Hotel Management.  
Her previous experience includes positions at 
well-known and prestigious hotel chains and 
exclusive boutique guest houses during 
her tenure in the hospitality industry.

Sonya’s first-hand experience 
includes running her own bed 
and breakfast for five years, 
along with her husband, 
Craig, and their three sons.
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Introduction



         One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been 
bamboozled long enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the 
bamboozle. We’re no longer interested in finding out the truth.  
The bamboozle has captured us. It’s simply too painful to acknowledge, 
even to ourselves, that we’ve been taken. Once you give a charlatan 
power over you, you almost never get it back. – Carl Sagan,  

The Demon-Haunted World: 
Science as a Candle in the Dark

A sad reality facing South Africa is the amount of corruption that we encounter on a daily basis, 
and as Carl Sagan says - we become blasé about this corruption and we no longer worry about 
what the truth is and what it is not. 

In the world of Employee Screening and Background Checks, this is not a wise thing to do,  
and we need to be aware of the risks we face on a daily basis. We need to take responsibility  
and ensure that corruption does not ‘capture’ our organisations.
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South African 
Employee 
Screening Trends



HumInt
Artificial intelligence has been 
around for some time now,  
but the ‘human element’  
is certainly going to cause some 
disruption in the more traditional  
HR space. Currently,  
HR practitioners only spend  
some 20% of their time working 
face-to-face with employees.

Click here to view HumInt 
presentation.

ACFE REPORT  
TO THE NATIONS

43%

Over HALF of the tips provided to

UNCOVER ASSET 
MISAPPROPRIATION 
SCHEMES
are provided by employees;

 Fraudsters who had 
been with their company
MORE THAN 5 YEARS

STOLE 
TWICE

as much as employees who had 
been employed less than 5 years

4% of fraudsters had a
PREVIOUS CRIMINAL 
CONVICTION;

BEYOND THEIR MEANS
of perpetrators lived

70%
of corruption cases

were perpetrated by
SOMEONE IN 
AUTHORITY; 
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https://www.ifacts.co.za/downloads/humint/
https://www.ifacts.co.za/downloads/humint/


Qualification Verification
Hiring based primarily on tertiary qualifications is going to be challenged greatly in the months and 
years to come.  The recent debacle surrounding John Steenhuisen’s matric qualification, in which 
it was debated whether his qualification was sufficient for him to serve in Parliament, indicates that 
there are potentially other elements that are more relevant to some positions than a mere degree.  
Many organisations, such as “EY”, have publicly stated that they will no longer hire employees 
based on the qualifications of potential candidates.

Legal Changes
There have been some interesting new legal changes in the South African Background Screening 
industry, and we thought it important to share some information with you regarding this.  iFacts is 
also pleased that we are already legally compliant in all ways.

Police Clearance Certificates in South Africa:

There have recently been some changes with regards to obtaining Police Clearance Certificates. 
These changes have been implemented to assist with curbing ID Fraud.

In South Africa, potential employers will often do a criminal background check on a candidate 
applying for a permanent, contract or volunteer position. It is the most common background check 
done in South Africa despite the South African Police Service’s (SAPS) records not always being 
up to date. The check is limited in that it does not provide other information unless the candidate 
has been convicted of a crime in South Africa.

Criminal checks are often used by potential employers to understand the candidate’s history, 
character and job fit, or to manage risk within an organisation.

It should be noted that a Criminal Record Check is not a Police Clearance Certificate and it is not 
accepted by embassies/consulates for visa applications or immigration purposes. As mentioned, 
the regulations around this police clearance certificate have also recently changed.

Click here for further information
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https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/1808-CRIMINAL-RECORD-CHECKS-AND-POLICE-CLEARANCE-CERTIFICATES-IN-SOUTH-AFRICA.pdf


South African National Credit Act Information:

iFacts, and all other Employee Screening companies in South Africa, are required to register with 
the National Credit Regulator (NCR) and are required to comply with the regulations as set out in 
the National Credit Act Amendment 19 of 2014 (NCAA). This legislation came into effect in March 
2015.

In line with this Amendment, a consumer credit record may only be accessed by a recruitment 
company, staffing company or employer when the following conditions are met:

•  The request for consumer credit information is certified to relate to a position requiring honesty in 
the handling of cash and finances; 

•  There is a job description in place that outlines the requirement for trust and honesty in the 
handling of cash and finances; and

•  Specific and informed consent/indemnity of the consumer is obtained prior to the request is made.

Click here to view the iFacts NCR Certificate

GDPR Data:

Whilst this is European legislation, it does have an effect on global Employee Screening 
companies. GDPR is a regulation that requires businesses to protect the personal data and privacy 
of EU citizens for transactions that occur within EU member states.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a regulation within the European Union (EU) Law 
on Data Protection and Privacy for all individuals within the European Union. It also addresses the 
export of personal data outside the EU. The GDPR is a legal framework that sets guidelines for the 
collection and processing of personal information of individuals within the European Union (EU).

The fines and penalties for a less serious level infringement can be up to €10million, or 2% of the 
worldwide annual revenue of the previous financial year, whichever is higher.

The fines and penalties for a more serious level infringement can mount up to €20million, or 4% of 
the worldwide annual revenue of the previous financial year, whichever is higher.

This regulation came into effect on the 25th of May 2018.

Click here to read more
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https://www.ifacts.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/iFacts-NCR-Certificate.pdf
http://www.hireright.com/emea/blog/2018/05/steps-gdpr-compliance-gdpr-go-live/


Generations of Employees
Millennials not only continue to enter the workforce but are now beginning to take leadership roles 
within organisations. The differences between generations are becoming increasingly apparent 
when considering the Baby Boomers, Gen X’s and Millennials, who now all work together.  
Different values prevail but it is interesting to see how they are working together.

Employee Wellness
Wellness has been a hot topic in the workplace for many years but many organisations merely pay 
lip service to this.  Wellness is becoming an increasingly more relevant item for employers to deal 
with and it is for this reason that iFacts has now launched its sister company - The Orange - which 
deals with:

•  Nutritional Wellness  
(The Banting Lifestyle)

• Physical Wellness

•  Emotional Wellness  
(NLP Coaching)

• Financial Wellness

•  Career Guidance  
(for ages 15 -25)

• Career Coaching

• Retirement Coaching

www.theorangesa.co.za

Global trends and opinions 
indicate that in 2019 the 
focus of businesses will  
move towards the 
emotional well-
being of employees.

Cost of an unwell employee
•  More than 40% of all work-related illness is due to work-related stress, 

major depression, burnout and anxiety disorders

•  Depression costs South Africa more than R232 billion 

•  Distracted employees cost businesses R89 billion per annum

•  27% of employees are not effective because of distractions 

Personal reasons are the biggest 
distractions: 

 • Sick family members; 

 • Bereavement 

 •  Family or relationship 
problems

 •  Financial matters -  
over-indebtedness  
& lack of savings

•  Companies lose R25 billion per annum  
due to absenteeism

•  46% of employees spend 3 hours per day 
attending to or thinking about or attending  
to financial matters

i dream, i do, i am
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South African Employment Market
The unemployment rate in South Africa decreased to 27.1% in the fourth quarter of 2018 from 
27.5% in the previous period. The unemployment rate usually drops in the last quarter of the year, 
due to higher job activity during the festive season.

According to the ManpowerGroup Employment Outlook Survey:

•  11% of employers expect to hire more people in the first quarter of 2019 compared with the 
fourth quarter of 2018; (6% anticipate a decrease, and 81% forecast no change);

•  SA employers are reporting conservative hiring intentions for the January to March 2019  
period due to the country’s economic growth continuing to be slower than expected in the 
short-to-medium-term;

• The strongest hiring activity is anticipated in the Eastern Cape;

• Moderate hiring is expected in Gauteng and the Western Cape; and

• The Free State expects to reduce employment.

Click here to view ManpowerGroup Employment Outlook Survey

The report indicates that unemployment fell marginally in the last quarter of 2018 but the boost 
may have come from an increase in temporary jobs over the festive season, as seen in the 
following figure:

26.7

Jan 2016 Jul 2016 Jan 2017 Jan 2018 Jan 2019
26.4

26.6

26.8

27

27.2

27.4

27.6

27.8

Jun 2017 Jun 2018

26.6

26.7 26.7

27.2

27.5

27.127.1

26.5

27.7 27.7 27.7

Source: tradingeconomics.com  | Statistics South Africa
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https://www.manpowergroup.com/wps/wcm/connect/3ef80f30-409c-4fa9-80ec-69aa6e0a2dd2/ZA_4Q2018Brochure.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CACHEID=3ef80f30-409c-4fa9-80ec-69aa6e0a2dd2


SA LABOUR 
MARKET TRENDS

TOP EMPLOYMENT SECTORS
These five sectors have been identified as showing positive employment prospects

MOST WANTED SKILLS
Research by Career Junction indicates the following fields are the most in demand skill sets

JOBS CURRENTLY TRENDING
These jobs have become the most popular in the online job market

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY

BUILDING & 
CONSTRUCTION

CLEANING, 
MAINTENANCE 

& REPAIR

BUSINESS & 
MANAGEMENT

ARCHITECTURE & 
ENGINEERING

SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT

ARCHITECTURE

MIDDLE / DEPARTMENT 
MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS ANALYSIS

Software development remains  
the most sought-after skills set

Managers remain high in demand,  
particularly finance managers

REPRESENTATIVE /  
SALES CONSULTING

REPRESENTATIVE /  
SALES CONSULTING

Demand for sales representatives has been 
steadily growing over the past months
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Global Employee Screening Trends

•  Brexit is a massive issue that will affect the UK in a number of major ways.  Companies are 
anticipating what this might mean for them, and some of the greatest expected challenges are:

 • Staff retention;

 • The free movement of employees between the UK and Europe;

 • Skills gaps;

 • Labour shortages; and

 • The fact that 49% of employers believe employee engagement will fall.

•  Mentoring in the workplace continues to grow and 71% of Fortune 500 companies have a 
mentoring programme in place.

•  Lower unemployment rates globally will lead to employers considering employing personnel with 
existing criminal records.

• Social Media Screening remains a hot topic around the globe.

•  iFacts continues to be a proud member of the NAPBS (National Association of Professional 
Background Screeners) and we attended the international conference and exhibition held in 
Baltimore in 2018.  iFacts has become part of the global team dealing with compliance for 
Employee Screening and Background Check companies.
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Cost of Bad Hire
In 2017 iFacts reported that a company loses an average of US$14,900.00 on every bad hire that 
they have made in the last year.  74% of the companies interviewed indicated that they had hired 
the wrong person for a position during the past year.

In 2018 it was found that a bad hire could cost a company as much as US$240,000.00

POOR
workmanship

Company 
culture

A BAD HIRE WILL COST IN 
THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

CUSTOMERS
& LOST SALES

Legal Fees

COMPANY 
REPUTATION

LOSS OF TOP TALENT
existing & potential
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HOW TO AVOID A BAD HIRE
Is it necessary 
to hire the 
candidate?

Fully document 
the needs for the 
position & not the 
person

Ensure you have 
valid referrals & 
that referees are 
verified

Have an effective 
Employee 
Screening policy 
that addresses 
company risk

Have an effective 
onboarding policy

Have regular 
feedback 
& coaching 
sessions 
with the 
candidate

WHAT IS A BAD HIRE



2018 Results 
for iFacts’ Most 
Commonly 
Requested Checks



14%

2%

50% Invalid BEE certificates

Invalid Company Office Information 

Invalid Tax Clearance Certificate

Criminal 
Record Check

ID Verfication

Person 
Contact Trace

PSIRA 
Private Security 

Industry Regulatory 
Authority

MOST COMMONLY REQUESTED 
CHECKS 2018

NEGATIVE RESULTS OF COMPANY 
DUE DILIGENCE 2018

MOST COMMONLY REQUESTED CHECKS



FOR THE YEAR
Statistics

2018

42%
of Public Driving

invalid
Permits were

%FAILED 
CHECKS

3%
certificates
were invalid

of matric 

5%
of local 
qualifications 
checked were 
invalid

of drivers 
licenses  
checked 
were invalid

6%
10% of security guards  

not registered with  
the industry  

authority – PSIRA 

39%
of voice stress analysis

results returned 
indicated deception

57%
of work permits

invalid
checked were

19%
of people checked 

have negative

against them
credit information

10%
of people checked had

criminal
records

MOST COMMONLY REQUESTED CHECKS



The 3 Most 
Common Integrity 
Assessments 
Currently Used



iFacts Integrity Profile – IP200
The IP200 is a comprehensive, diagnostic and developmental instrument that provides the user 
with more than 60 scales (including socialisation, trustworthiness, and credibility) to measure 
integrity. This 60-minute test can also be administered online. 

iFacts Integrity Measurement Tool – IMI
The IMI is the shorter and simpler version of the IP200. It is much more overt and direct in its basic 
approach to measuring integrity. The IMI takes about 35 minutes to complete and is especially 
useful for screening purposes.

iFacts Personality at Work Assessment – MAIN PAW
The PAW is the most comprehensive personality test on the market and takes approximately 
an hour to complete. It provides conclusive information on all angles relative to the field of 
‘Personality’. It can be used at all company levels and it can serve the full spectrum of needs which 
a user may have in the field of ‘Personality’.
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Employee Screening Policy
At iFacts we believe that it is essential to provide a good service to our clients. We believe that a 
client’s Employee Screening Policy should be reviewed on an annual basis to ensure that the risks 
of the client are addressed holistically.  The days of a tick box process are gone and screening 
policies have to be designed to address the risk of individuals and of the company.

iFacts has released a new e-book on Employee Screening and anybody can request a copy at 
info@ifacts.co.za.
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SURVEY

1   2  3  4  5  6  7  8

of clients had to change 
their Employee Screening 

policy because of the 
change in legislation 

of our clients have been with 
iFacts for 3 years or longer 

98%
98% 
89%
84%
80% 
64% 
61% 
41% 

of clients found our 
service informative 

of clients rate our 
turnaround times for 

reports as good

of clients found our 
service reliable 

of clients are very satisfied 
with our service levels

believe Employee Screening 
adds value to the bottom 

line of the company

of clients found our service 
to be of a very high quality THE  

STATISTICS  
SHOW:
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iFacts Team
Be assured that iFacts will keep you abreast of all requirements to minimize your employee risk. 
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The skill to see relationships between industries and craft 
creative solutions to problems that are yet to appear is a 

must to keep up with AI machines.

1.  COMPLEX PROBLEM SOLVING
People who can turn data into insightful interpretations will be 
sought after due to the complexity and interconnectedness of 
various fields like computer science, engineering, and biology.

2. CRITICAL THINKING

The quality of randomness and the ability to 
build something out of ideas is a skill that will 

pay off now and in the future.

3. CREATIVITY
Robots may acquire analytical and mathematical skills, but they 
can’t replace humans in leadership and managerial roles that 
require people skills.

4. PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

Effective communication and team collaboration 
skills will be a top demand among job 

candidates in any industry. 

5. COORDINATING WITH OTHERS
Qualities that relate to emotional intelligence such as 
empathy and curiosity will be a big consideration factor for 
hiring managers of the future.

6. EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

The ability to condense vast amounts of data, with the help of data 
analytics, into insightful interpretations and measure decisions is a 

skill that will be useful in the information age.

7. JUDGEMENT AND DECISION-MAKING

The ability to negotiate with businesses 
and individuals to come up with a win-

win situation is a skill that will be needed 
to survive in affected industries.

9. NEGOTIATION

People who know the importance of offering value to clients 
in the form of services and assitance will be in demand as 
businesses would want to provide solutions to the problems 
of society.

8. SERVICE ORIENTATION

The ability to switch between different personas to accommodate 
the challenge at hand will be important to be successful in 
combined industries.

10. COGNITIVE FLEXIBILITY

SKILLS OF THE

FUTURE
10 SKILLS YOU’LL NEED 

TO THRIVE IN 2020

WHAT IS THE FOURTH 
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION?

The Fourth Industrial Revolution builds upon the innovation 
of the Third Industrial Revolution to revolutionize industries 
all over the globe such as:

•  Artificial Intelligence
•  Internet of Things
•  Self-driving Vehicles
•  Nanotechnology

•  Renewable energy

•  Quantum Computing

•  Biotechnology

Because of this explosion of new fields, new markets 
will emerge which will require a new set of skills for 
employment. Increasingly smart robots will take over some 
jobs and jobs that didn’t exist before will be in-demand.

WHAT ARE THE TOP 10 SKILLS YOU’LL NEED TO THRIVE IN 2020?

WHAT ARE THE TOP 5 
INDUSTRY SECTORS IN 2020?

WHAT WILL BE THE 10 MOST 
IN-DEMAND JOBS IN 2020?

TECHNOLOGY AND 
COMPUTATIONAL THINKING 1

CAREGIVING2
SOCIAL INTELLIGENCE AND 

NEW MEDIA LITERACY 3
LIFELONG LEARNING4

ADAPTABILITY AND 
BUSINESS ACUMEN 5 Accountants 

and Auditors

1 2

3 4

5 6

7

9

8

10

Data Analysts
Medical Technicians,  
Physical Therapists and  
Workplace Ergonomics Experts

Sales and Marketing 
Specialists

Customer Service 
Representatives

Management Analysts
Software Developers and 
Computer Programmes

Veterinarians
Product Designers 
and Creatives

Teachers and Trainers



Director: Jenny Reid jenny@ifacts.co.za

General Manager: Sonya Skipp sonya@ifacts.co.za

Operations Manager: Myra Homann myra@ifacts.co.za

Sales/Marketing: Monique Beetge monique@ifacts.co.za

+27 (0)11 453 1627 / +27 (0)11 453 1587

OUR SERVICES: 
Employee Screening & Vetting Services 

Online Employee Engagement Tools  |  Integrity Assessments  
Behavioural Assessments  |  Voice Stress Analysis   

Social Media Risk Assessment  |  Career Coaching  |  Wellness


